For 2 to 6 players
Ages 5 and up

Rules

OBJECT:
Be the first player to place all your Tri•Ominos or be the player with the
fewest Tri•Ominos when no more moves are possible.
CONTENTS:
56 Color Match Tri•Omino tiles.
SET UP:
Place the Tri•Ominos face down and mix them. Each player takes the
required number of Tri•Ominos as follows:
2 players            9 each
3 to 4 players     7 each
5 to 6 players     6 each
Players stand the pieces up with the colors facing them. Do not let the
other players see your tiles.
PLAYING:
The youngest player who has a Tri•Omino with three of the same color
starts by placing that Tri•Omino face up on the table.
If no player has a Tri•Omino with three of the same color on it, the
youngest player with two of the same color on one Tri•Omino starts.
In clockwise order, the next player tries to match any two colors on the
starting player’s Tri•Omino with one of his/her Tri•Ominos.

PICKING FROM THE “WELL”:
If a player can’t make a match, they pick from the “well” (remaining
Tri•Ominos that are face down) until you get a tile that you can play.
If you can’t match any Tri•Omino and there are none in the well, you are
out of the game.
WINNING:
The first player to play all of their Tri•Ominos wins.
If all players have passed, the game is blocked and the player with the
least amount of Tri•Ominos wins.

We appreciate your comments on Color Match Tri•Ominos.
Please send your correspondence to:
Pressman Toy Corporation
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121 New England Ave.
Piscataway, NJ 08854-4126
Our customer service department can be reached Monday through
Friday (except during holidays) from 10:00 AM EST to 4:00 PM EST
at 1 800 800-0298.
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